Universal Test Leads, Probes and Clips

Accessories for all your instruments!

TL224 Sure Grip Test Leads
One end has a shrouded, straight connector. One red and one black.

TLK225 SureGrip™ Master Accessory Set
Complete set of premium SureGrip test accessories. Modular design provides ultimate flexibility, with TP220 probes, TL224 silicone leads, AC280 hooks, AC283 grabbers, and both AC220 and AC285 small and large alligator clips. Rated CAT III-1000 V, CAT IV-600 V, 10 A.

TL220 SureGrip Industrial Test Lead Set
Set consists of silicone-insulated TL22 test leads (one red and one black), stainless steel TP20 industrial test probes (one red, one black), and AC20 industrial alligator clips (one red, one black). 1000 V, 10 A maximum. Shrouded right-angle connectors.

TL71 Premium DMM Test Lead Set
Flexible silicone insulated leads are heat and cold resistant. Distinctive comfort grip probes. Recommended for microvolt measurements. CAT III-1000 V, CAT IV-600 V, 10 A max rated.

TP220 SureGrip Industrial Test Probes
Very sharp, extra-long 0.750" (19 mm) stainless steel tip. For reaching deep test points or recessed components; will pierce insulation. One red, one black. 1000 V, 10 A maximum.

TL223 SureGrip™ Electrical Test Lead Set
Handy all-in-one kit that includes AC220 SureGrip™ Alligator clip set, TP1 Slim-Reach™ test probes (flat bladed), and TL224 SureGrip™ silicone test lead set (straight to right).

AC220 SureGrip Alligator Clips
Safety-designed, spring-loaded alligator clips with a wide 0.750" (19 mm) jaw opening. One red, one black. 1000 V, 10 A maximum. Recommended for use with TL220 Industrial Test Leads.

AC175 Alligator Clips
Slide-on insulated alligator clips compatible with TL71, TL75, TL175, and TP175. Jaw opening of 0.313" (8 mm). CAT III-1000 V, CAT IV-600 V, 10 A rated.

AC280 SureGrip Hook-Style Test Clips
Safety-designed, spring-loaded clips with hook grip. Hook size is 0.400" x 0.080" (10 mm x 2 mm). One red, one black. 1000 V, 3 A maximum.

AC285 SureGrip Large Jaw Alligator Clips
Fully insulated banana-jack alligator clips. Large 0.750" (20 mm) jaw opening. One red, one black. 250 V, 10 A maximum.

TLK-220 SureGrip™ Industrial Test Lead Set
Industrial set includes AC220 plunger style alligator clips, AC285 large jaw alligator clips, TP220 sharp test probes, TL224 right to straight test leads, zipper vinyl carry case with moveable divider. All CAT III-1000 V, CAT IV-600 V rated.

TLK289 Industrial Master Test Lead Set
TL224 test lead set, AC285, AC220 SureGrip alligator clips, AC280 hook clips, TP220 test probes, TP1K magnetic hanger, 80BK-AK Type K thermocouple probe, and C116 soft case.

TLK287 Electronics Test Lead Set
Electronic probes with multiple spring-loaded sharp tips, Micro-grabbers and leads, Mini-alligator clips and grabbers for virtually every electronics need.

TLK280 Industrial Master Test Lead Set
TL224 test lead set, AC285, AC220 SureGrip alligator clips, AC280 hook clips, TP220 test probes, TP1K magnetic hanger, 80BK-AK Type K thermocouple probe, and C116 soft case.

TLK2287 Electronics Test Lead Set
Electronic probes with multiple spring-loaded sharp tips, Micro-grabbers and leads, Mini-alligator clips and grabbers for virtually every electronics need.

TLK228 Industrial Master Test Lead Set
TL224 test lead set, AC285, AC220 SureGrip alligator clips, AC280 hook clips, TP220 test probes, TP1K magnetic hanger, 80BK-AK Type K thermocouple probe, and C116 soft case.

TLK2225 SureGrip™ Master Accessory Set
Complete set of premium SureGrip test accessories. Modular design provides ultimate flexibility, with TP220 probes, TL224 silicone leads, AC280 hooks, AC283 grabbers, and both AC220 and AC285 small and large alligator clips. Rated CAT III-1000 V, CAT IV-600 V, 10 A.

TL175 TwistGuard™ Premium Test Leads
Reduce or extend tip exposure by twisting the top of the probe for flexibility. Double insulated silicone leads feature lead wire wear indicator and are CAT II-1000 V, CAT III-1000 V, and CAT IV-600 V, 10 A max rated.

TL223 SureGrip™ Electrical Test Lead Set
Handy all-in-one kit that includes AC220 SureGrip™ Alligator clip set, TP1 Slim-Reach™ test probes (flat bladed), and TL224 SureGrip™ silicone test lead set (straight to right).